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Abstract Alterations in arterial blood oxygen saturation, heart rate (HR), and respiratory rate (RR) are strongly associated with intra-hospital cardiac arrests and resuscitations. A wireless, easy-to-use, and comfortable method for monitoring these important clinical signs would be highly useful. We investigated whether the Nellcor™ OxiMask MAX-FAST forehead sensor could provide data for vital sign measurements when located at the distal forearm instead of its intended location at the forehead to provide improved comfortability and easy placement. In a prospective setting, we recruited 30 patients undergoing surgery requiring postoperative care. At the postoperative care unit, patients were monitored for two hours using a standard patient monitor and with a study device equipped with a Nellcor™ Forehead SpO2 sensor. The readings were electronically recorded and compared in post hoc analysis using Bland–Altman plots, Spearman’s correlation, and root-mean-square error (RMSE). Bland–Altman plot showed that saturation (SpO2) differed by a mean of -0.2 % points (SD, 4.6), with a patient-weighted Spearman’s correlation (r) of 0.142, and an RMSE of 4.2 points. For HR measurements, the mean difference was 0.6 bpm (SD, 2.5), r = 0.997, and RMSE = 1.8. For RR, the mean difference was -0.5 1/min (4.1), r = 0.586, and RMSE = 4.0. The SpO2 readings showed a low mean difference, but also a low correlation and high RMSE, indicating that the Nellcor™ saturation sensor cannot reliably assess oxygen saturation at the forearm when compared to finger PPG measurements.
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1 Introduction

Worsening vital signs are strongly associated with intra-hospital cardiac arrest and resuscitation [1]. The clinical signs most commonly associated with patient deterioration are arterial blood oxygen saturation (SpO2), heart rate (HR), respiratory rate (RR), and blood pressure [2]. There is presently no single device capable of wirelessly monitoring all of these parameters, although several reports describe attempts to develop such a device [3–5].

The Nellcor™ Forehead SpO2 sensor is a reflectance mode photoplethysmography (PPG) sensor that was developed to measure SpO2 and HR at the forehead [6–9]. Studies of the saturation measurement of the use of this sensor on the forehead report it to be accurate, with measurements comparable to those acquired using traditional transmittance mode sensors on the finger [6, 9]. Saturation and HR have been measured successfully at wrist and palmar region in infants using sensors based on light absorbance. [10, 11] However, in adults the skin thickness is too great to reach accurate measurements. One previous
study described the performance of saturation sensors on the wrist area [10], but to our knowledge Nellcor forehead sensor has not been tested on distal forearm. Based on our pilot measurements, distal forearm region showed promising results for saturation measurement. Another study compared the power spectrum of PPG recordings at different sites, reporting the greatest power at the fingers for HR and at the forearm for RR [12]. The HR signal was also present at distal forearm. Combining this information, distal forearm region might have potential to monitor saturation, HR and RR using just a single sensor.

In clinical monitoring, RR is typically estimated using the impedance pneumography from electrocardiogram (ECG) leads. However, the measurement of electrical impedance has marked limitations associated with chest wall movements. Multiple factors, such as incorrect electrode placement, coughing, and crying, may generate a high number of inaccurate readings [13, 14]. The respiration-associated alterations on PPG waveform remain partly unknown [15], but multiple changes in the waveform caused by RR have been described. [16–19] RR measurement using PPG has been compared to thoracic impedance under postoperative care conditions, showing promising results, with a low proportion of false-positive breath recordings (4.6 ± 4.5 %) [20]. More recent studies have reported similar results [21–23].

SpO2 and HR are typically measured at the finger, forehead, or ear lobe. While sensor fixation represents a marked challenge, the use of a wristband at distal forearm could offer an easier and more comfortable site for the sensors. Here we investigated off-label use of the Nellcor™ PPG sensor at a previously unreported location—the distal forearm. The device was also equipped with an accelerometer to evaluate whether accuracy could be improved by excluding measurements taken during movement. This feasibility study aimed to assess whether a readily available sensor could reliably wirelessly monitor the common clinical signs of SpO2, HR, and RR at a single location.

2 Materials and methods

This observational study included 30 patients (mean age of 67[SD = 13] years), who were recruited between January and May 2015 at Tampere University Hospital. Each collection period lasted for two hours during post-operative care treatment. The patients were undergoing elective surgery requiring invasive blood pressure measurement. Patients with an implanted cardiac pacemaker were excluded. All patients gave their written informed consent prior to study entry, and the study was approved by the local ethics committee (ETL R13145).

2.1 Monitoring

Standard care included patient monitoring with a GE Carescapetm B650 monitor (GE Healthcare Oy, Helsinki, Finland) using a TruSignal™ saturation sensor on the finger. Recordings from this monitor were collected at 10-s intervals using 5S Collect™ software (GE Healthcare Oy, Helsinki, Finland) for all of the study parameters. SpO2 and HR measurements from the standard monitor were based on finger measurements, while RR was based on impedance measurement from the ECG electrodes.

In addition to standard monitoring, patients were equipped with a study device mounted in a single unit using a rechargeable battery, which was wrapped around the forearm with a flexible band. The study device comprised a Nellcor™ OxiMask MAX-FAST forehead sensor for SpO2 (Covidien, MN, USA) along with a 3-D accelerometer (Freescale MMA8452Q; NXP, Eindhoven, Netherlands). A Faros ECG recorder (Mega Electronics, Oulu, Finland) was used to obtain a three-lead ECG to allow additional synchronizing. The study device sensor was placed over the radial bone at the distal forearm near the wrist, and correct placement was indicated by an LED controlled by the signal-processing unit of the SpO2 sensor. Optimal placement was determined using pre-clinical voluntary pilot measurements, which indicated that placement over the radial bone enabled the strongest signal. The study device recorded SpO2, HR, and RR every 10 s, and accelerometer data at 10-Hz frequencies. The data were sent via Wi-Fi connection to an Internet remote server, and the data were viewed online on a web page and obtained electronically after measurements.

The RR was obtained from the PPG sensor at the forearm using a novel algorithm (Oksala N and Liuhanen S, Patent WO2015107268 A1) [24]. Our present report is the first to describe the performance of this algorithm. Briefly, the algorithm extracts a good quality beat series by removing normal noise, and then interpolating missing beats and deleting erroneously detected ones. From the original signal, the algorithm extracts four primary sub-signals and two derived sub-signals, each of which is independently analyzed in both time and frequency domains. The changes in the PPG waveform that were used consisted of baseline modulation, amplitude modulation, respiratory sinus arrhythmia and pulse wave width. Finally, good quality estimates are combined to obtain a RR estimate.

The values obtained from the standard monitor and the study device were synced using the local time shown on the Internet web page. To allow additional syncing, the arterial line was occluded and the ECG connection from the Faros simultaneously removed. An independent observer (J.H.
and V.L.) recorded all device and patient movements, and verified the data collection accuracy.

In order to compare the test monitor the PPG-derived RR was additionally compared against a validation data described by Charlton et al. [19], which is commonly available online for study purposes [25]. The RR from the dataset was recalculated using our algorithm [24] and compared against impedance measurement provided along the data.

The accelerometer data were used to test whether measurement accuracy could be improved by excluding the readings obtained during movement. We used the summation value for three-dimensional movement. Thereafter, the threshold for movement detection was formed by defining a mean value and standard deviation for the lowest 90% of the summation of the acceleration data. We calculated the mean plus three times the standard deviation for use as a threshold for “slight movement”, and the mean plus ten times the standard deviation for use as the threshold for “definite movement”. This limit definition was performed using a modification of a commonly used technique for detection limit determination [26].

### 2.2 Power analysis

The power analysis was based on the results of a previous study that compared measurements of reflectance and transmittance mode saturation sensors at the forehead and fingers, reporting a bias difference of -1.39 compared to -2.61 units (SD, 1.3) [9]. Assuming similar bias differences in the present study, we would need 19 patients to achieve a power of 0.80 (p < 0.05). To account for the possibility of patient drop-out, we recruited 30 patients.

### 2.3 Statistical analysis

Data were analyzed using IBM SPSS statistics version 23 (IBM, IL, USA) and with the method described in a previous publication [27] using Microsoft Excel 2010 (Microsoft, Redmond, WA, USA) for Bland–Altman Plot. Results are reported using the method described by Bland and Altman for multiple comparisons [28]. To determine the bias of the novel method compared to traditional measurement, we calculated the Spearman’s correlation between the devices and the root-mean-square error (RMSE) to describe the mean error. The correlation between datapoints was calculated patient-weighted as a correlation between each patients values. The sensor comparison data were found to be scattered, and are reported as median and interquartile range (IQR; 25–75th percentile). The patient demographics are reported as mean (SD) as for normally distributed data. The p value was calculated using the Wilcoxon signed-rank test, or using the Mann–Whitney U or Kruskal–Wallis test for the RMSE. p value < 0.05 was considered statistically significant and RMSE > 4.0 clinically unacceptable.

### 3 Results

Of the 30 patients studied, 13 had peripheral arterial disease. In two patients, the recording was unsuccessful due to a breakdown of the sensor cable during measurement, leaving 28 patients for final analysis. There were a total of 10,767 SpO2, 14,832 HR and 18,857 RR pairs left for comparisons. Table 1 describes the patients’ characteristics. The following types of surgery were performed prior to measurements: vascular surgery in 13 patients (46.4 %), gastroenterological surgery in 8 patients (28.6 %), urologic surgery in 2 patients (7.1 %), plastic surgery in 3 patients (10.7 %), and orthopedic surgery in 2 patients (7.1 %). Patients were predominantly lying in the supine position.

In the Bland–Altman plot, we found a low mean difference in SpO2 [-0.3 % points (95 % confidence interval -3.9 to 5.1), Limits of agreement (LoA) upper: 7.2 (CI 6.1 to 8.1), LoA lower: -7.9 (CI -8.8 to -6.8)] with a low patient-weighted Spearman’s correlation between devices (r = 0.142). The HR showed a low mean difference [0.6 bpm (CI -0.85 to 2.05), LoA upper: 5.6 (CI 5.2 to 5.9), LoA lower: -4.4 (CI -4.8 to -4.0)] and a good correlation (r = 0.997). RR differed by -0.6 cycles (CI -3.9 to 5.1), LoA upper: 5.0 (CI 7.2 to 8.6), LoA lower: -6.8 (CI -7.4 to -6.0), with a moderate correlation (r = 0.586). The RMSE comparison was 4.2 points for SpO2, 4.0 points for RR, and 1.8 points for HR (Fig. 1; Table 2).

There were a total 25,154 data comparisons for 39 subjects in validation data set. The method comparison in validation data for RR revealed a bias of 4 breaths (CI 4.0 to 4.2), while the RMSE comparison was 5.6 (Table 2). RR differed by 4.1 breaths (CI -2.7 to 10.8), LoA upper: 11.9 (CI 11.1 to 12.7), LoA lower: -3.8 (CI -3.0 to -4.7) as described in Fig. 2.

**Table 1** Patient characteristics, described as mean (SD) or frequency (%)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristics</th>
<th>n = 30</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)</td>
<td>67 (13)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender F/M</td>
<td>13/17 (43 %/57 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Height (cm)</td>
<td>172 (10)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Weight (kg)</td>
<td>80 (16)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASA I/II/III/IV</td>
<td>1/7/21/1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peripheral artery disease</td>
<td>13 (43 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atrial fibrillation</td>
<td>3 (10 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coronary artery disease</td>
<td>1 (3 %)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Forearm circumference (cm)</td>
<td>18 (2)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Slight movement was detected during 12.6% of the total recording time. Movement was associated with higher RMSE in all tested parameters. For SpO2, the difference was significant ($p = 0.037$) but of a small magnitude (Table 3). RMSE did not differ in association with peripheral arterial disease, body mass index (BMI), or forearm circumference.

4 Discussion

The present study investigated the performance of a readily available PPG sensor for measuring common clinical signs at a single location. Our main finding was that the forehead PPG sensor could not reliably detect SpO2 at the forearm when compared to finger PPG recordings. In particular, the
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[Image] Fig. 1 Bland–Altman plot and Spearman correlation for saturation (a), heart rate (b) and respiratory rate (c). The data is presented with a Bland–Altman plot (BA) and Spearman correlation between all measurements. In BA plot black lines represent mean and limits of agreement, grey areas describe the 95% confidence intervals respectively.
RMSE was outside of the 2 % accuracy range required by a previous recommendation [29] and 4.0 % recommended by ISO standard [30]. Respiratory rate measurements showed a moderate patient-weighted correlation, and a moderately high RMSE, and Bland–Altman plots of HR recordings showed a small mean difference and a very strong correlation between the devices. Thus, our findings indicated that HR could be reliably measured by a PPG sensor at the forearm. The accuracy of RR, measured at forearm, was moderate. The performance of SpO₂ was poor.

### 4.1 Saturation

Our results showed that when placed at forearm instead of intended location at forehead, oximetry measurements were inaccurate compared to finger oximetry measurements. Previous evaluation of the accuracy of finger sensor oximetry reported by the manufacturer revealed an RMSE of ±2 (± 3 during motion). The mean difference in our present study was small, but the correlation between the devices was poor and the RMSE describing the error in forehead sensor measurement was unacceptably high. The Nellcor™ OxiMask MAX-FAST sensor detects the reflection of light, and several reports describe its efficacy, especially when placed on the forehead [6, 23, 31]. Here, we instead placed the sensor over the radial bone, a surface that is more rounded and potentially more prone to movement. Moreover, in the forearm location, there is a much longer distance between the device and the reflecting bone due to fatty tissue. Our results showed that RMSE did not differ in relation to movement, BMI, or forearm circumference.

The gold standard method for monitoring SpO₂ is arterial oxygen saturation; however, this requires invasive measurements [29]. Motion artefacts and hypoperfusion are the most common causes of inaccurate SpO₂ measurement at the fingers [32]. We detected a small but significant change in accuracy associated with movement. During critical illness, centralization of blood circulation decreases the accuracy of the SpO₂ measurement at the fingers [6]. As all of our patients were electively treated, very few SpO₂ readings were below 90 %.

There was a low correlation and high RMSE found in our study. The fingers are sensitive to mild hypothermia [33], which could result in a lower SpO₂ in the fingers compared to in the distal forearm area. During our study measurements, the forearm and the device were constantly visible, which could have influenced the temperature in

---

**Table 2** Patient-weighted value described as median (IQR) and as root-mean-square error (RMSE) (IQR), Spearman correlation and p value for the difference between test device and reference monitor (B650) (n = 28) or validation data. (n = 38)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Plethysmography</th>
<th>Min, max</th>
<th>References</th>
<th>Min, max</th>
<th>RMSE</th>
<th>Spearman correlation</th>
<th>p</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SPO₂ (%)</td>
<td>97.5 (95.6–99.2)</td>
<td>86, 100</td>
<td>97.0 (95.5–97.8)</td>
<td>91, 100</td>
<td>4.2 (2.8–5.7)</td>
<td>0.142</td>
<td>0.399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HR (bpm)</td>
<td>67.7 (60.0–73.2)</td>
<td>48, 94</td>
<td>67.6 (59.4–73.9)</td>
<td>47, 93</td>
<td>1.8 (1.6–2.9)</td>
<td>0.997</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR (1/min)</td>
<td>13.2 (12.3–14.4)</td>
<td>11, 28</td>
<td>12.1 (10.5–14.1)</td>
<td>9, 30</td>
<td>4.0 (3.1–4.7)</td>
<td>0.586</td>
<td>0.048</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RR validation</td>
<td>12.1 (10.7–14.0)</td>
<td>9, 19</td>
<td>16.5 (13.6–19.0)</td>
<td>7, 26</td>
<td>5.6 (1.7–6.8)</td>
<td>0.416</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Fig. 2** Bland–Altman plot and Spearman correlation for HR in validation data. The data is presented with a Bland–Altman plot (BA) for multiple measurements and Spearman correlation between all measurements. In BA plot black lines represent mean and limits of agreement, grey areas describe the 95 % confidence intervals respectively.
fingers. Unfortunately, we were unable to measure arterial oxygen saturation, which could have shed more light on this subject.

4.2 Heart rate

HR measurement was found to be very accurate, with a high correlation between the devices. This is in line with previous findings suggesting good accuracy [3–5]. Indeed, the RMSE for HR measurement was constantly low despite all confounding factors. Movement was the only factor that significantly affected HR measurement and the difference between the devices was still low. Previous studies evaluating wrist-based optical HR monitors have focused on fitness devices used by young healthy people, and there exists no prior data in hospital patients.

4.3 Respiratory rate

Our RR findings showed a good accuracy and moderate patient-weighted correlation between the devices. These findings are in line with those of Nilsson et al. [12] who reported that the distal forearm area is a suitable location for RR and HR measurement, although they found that spectral power was lower for HR than for RR. Another previous study compared RR calculated from finger PPG signal with RR from capnogram monitoring [21], and reported difference similar to that found in our study. Fingers are highly susceptible to movement, making measurement more difficult in mobile patients. Our patients were mostly lying, and slight or stronger movement of the forearm was detected during only 12.6 % of the measurement period.

The comparison of the study algorithm against validation data [19] showed worse performance than against our patient data as described in Table 2. There might be several reasons for this difference. Our study data is recorded from distal forearm region where the RR signal has a greater power range [12]. The validation data patients were also moving which increases the difficulty in measuring the RR adequately. Furthermore, in the validation data, the plethysmographic waveform was collected using finger sensor based on absorption, thus the anatomic site and used sensor technique were different to our own measurements.

Estimating RR from a peripheral location is a complex task. As with SpO2, typical obstacles to RR measurement include movement artifacts and signal amplitude due to low perfusion [15, 19]. The peripheral arterial disease may also affect the measurement, although our study could not demonstrate the difference. It is often seen that upper extremity arteries remain intact, although lower extremity arteries are seriously affected by peripheral artery disease. [34] Here we were able to achieve the reported accuracy by
utilizing a strategy that treats different features of the PPG signal as independent components, and by continuously selecting which ones to use based on their quality.

4.4 Limitations

The present study has several limitations. Firstly, the inclusion of only patients who were undergoing invasive blood pressure measurement selected patients who had many comorbidities, and were undergoing major surgery with a high operation risk. However, the recordings were taken at a postoperative care unit under relatively stable conditions; thus, the findings are likely not specific to conditions of low SpO2 or low blood perfusion. Additionally, all patients were continuously observed, and study personnel screened the signal quality throughout the monitoring period. Secondly, the patients showed relatively stable hemodynamics during the study period, and were lying in a supine position. Therefore, our findings may not be generalized to patients with hypotension or delirium. Moreover, all patients had an incremental supply of oxygen. Thirdly, the recordings were acquired using two different devices and were synchronized in post hoc analysis and, thus, were unable to perform a beat-to-beat comparison. However, the recordings were taken over a short time-period, and were started and ended at the same time with both devices, decreasing the likelihood of a major desynchronization bias. Lastly the comparison to validation data was performed at a post hoc analysis and the site of measurement was different than that used in the present study. Therefore the value of the comparison to validation data is limited.

5 Conclusions

Only a limited selection of currently available devices are capable of wirelessly monitoring vital signs [35, 36], and none can collect all commonly monitored clinical signs from a single site. Here we report that, compared to recordings from a finger sensor, SpO2 measurement at the wrist showed a poor correlation and a high RMSE. With regards to RR, the mean difference in the Bland–Altman plot was small and Spearman’s correlation was moderate, but the RMSE was markedly high. Also the RMSE was higher in the validation data. The study device’s measurement of HR showed good accuracy and correlation. To our knowledge, no commercially available sensors indicated for medical use can detect SpO2 at the wrist. The development of such a device might provide a reliable way to measure common clinical signs at one location.
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